2019 USDF All-Breed Awards

Purebred Arabian

Training Level

Open

1. 69.828, RENEGADE KID
   Rider: Brenda Peters-Beave
   Owner: Cynthia Rose Reichelderfer

1. 69.828, CHIEFS DESTINY SMP
   Rider: Andrea Pappano
   Owner: Andrea Pappano

3. 68.412, MOZAMBIQUE V++++//
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Dayton or Debbie Canaday

4. 67.931, MAGNUM FIREFLY
   Rider: Dale Wade
   Owner: Dale Wade

5. 67.414, KAI EDEN
   Rider: Susanne Lanini
   Owner: Susanne Lanini

Junior/Young Rider

1. 67.434, TR SILVER FORTUNE+++//
   Rider: Jocelyn Moore
   Owner: Ann-Dee or Jocelyn Moore

2. 64.655, MMARCH MMADNESS
   Rider: Makena Scott
   Owner: Makena or Karen Scott

Adult Amateur

1. 68.412, MOZAMBIQUE V++++//
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Dayton or Debbie Canaday

2. 67.931, MAGNUM FIREFLY
   Rider: Dale Wade
   Owner: Dale Wade

3. 67.414, KAI EDEN
   Rider: Susanne Lanini
   Owner: Susanne Lanini

4. 66.983, SMOOTH KRIMINIAL
   Rider: Erika Gioscia
   Owner: Erika Gioscia

5. 62.932, ENCORES ILLUMINATION
   Rider: Jessica Amundson
Owner: Jessica Amundson

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur

1. 68.412, MOZAMBIQUE V++++//
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Dayton or Debbie Canaday

First Level

Open

1. 69.514, WEGAZ++++//
   Rider: Mogie Bearden-Muller
   Owner: Sonya Swiezy-Osborne
2. 68.472, CHIEFS DESTINY SMP
   Rider: Andrea Pappano
   Owner: Andrea Pappano
3. 67.571, EVG QUINTAHN+++//
   Rider: Saylor Weidauer and Katherine Rich-Elzig
   Owner: Saylor Weidauer
4. 65.139, TR SILVER FORTUNE+++//
   Rider: Jocelyn Moore and Katherine Rich-Elzig
   Owner: Ann-Dee or Jocelyn Moore
5. 64.008, OM EL PASHAHN
   Rider: Richal Flannery
   Owner: Camille Fuller

Junior/Young Rider

1. 65.625, TR SILVER FORTUNE+++//
   Rider: Jocelyn Moore
   Owner: Ann-Dee or Jocelyn Moore
2. 64.526, EVG QUINTAHN+++//
   Rider: Saylor Weidauer
   Owner: Saylor Weidauer
3. 61.771, BRILLIANTTT++
   Rider: Samali Wijetunga
   Owner: Samali Wijetunga

Adult Amateur

1. 62.014, UNDERFIRE CCF+/+
   Rider: Debbie Cervenka
   Owner: Debbie Cervenka
2. 61.834, ROYAL PAIN WP
   Rider: Mary Kadar
   Owner: Mary Kadar
3. 60.694, STONE OF FIRE+
Rider: Phyllis Walsh  
Owner: Phyllis Walsh

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur

1. 62.014, UNDERFIRE CCF+/  
   Rider: Debbie Cervenka  
   Owner: Debbie Cervenka
2. 61.834, ROYAL PAIN WP  
   Rider: Mary Kadar  
   Owner: Mary Kadar
3. 60.694, STONE OF FIRE+  
   Rider: Phyllis Walsh  
   Owner: Phyllis Walsh

Vintage Cup Award-Professional

1. 69.514, WEGAZ++++//  
   Rider: Mogie Bearden-Muller  
   Owner: Sonya Swiezy-Osborne

Second Level

Open

1. 63.453, ES GAMAL+++//  
   Rider: Nicole Rowley  
   Owner: Nicole Rowley
2. 63.171, ASR FADLS WILLIE  
   Rider: Marilyn Weber  
   Owner: Marilyn & Tom Weber
3. 63.155, HM NAHAR  
   Rider: Dannelle Haugen  
   Owner: Barbara Marcinkowski
4. 63.112, EVG QUINTAHN+++//  
   Rider: Saylor Weidauer and Katherine Rich-Elzig  
   Owner: Saylor Weidauer
5. 62.622, MSU SUPERSTICIOUS+/  
   Rider: Valarie Boatman  
   Owner: Valarie Boatman

Adult Amateur

1. 63.453, ES GAMAL+++//  
   Rider: Nicole Rowley  
   Owner: Nicole Rowley
2. 62.622, MSU SUPERSTICIOUS+/
Rider: Valarie Boatman  
Owner: Valarie Boatman  

Vintage Cup Award-Professional  
1. 63.171, ASR FADLS WILLIE  
   Rider: Marilyn Weber  
   Owner: Marilyn & Tom Weber  
2. 61.025, AK HALEY LUJAH  
   Rider: Amy Kellen  
   Owner: Amy Kellen  

Third Level  
Open  
1. 62.375, CHIEF SHAHLON++//  
   Rider: Heather Kohl, Jessica Fussner, & Kayla Smith  
   Owner: Kayla A Smith  
2. 61.875, ES GAMAL+++//  
   Rider: Nicole Rowley  
   Owner: Nicole Rowley  

Adult Amateur  
1. 62.813, CHIEF SHAHLON++//  
   Rider: Kayla Smith  
   Owner: Kayla A Smith  
2. 61.875, ES GAMAL+++//  
   Rider: Nicole Rowley  
   Owner: Nicole Rowley  

Fourth Level  
Open  
1. 62.902, SUNDARA BFA+//  
   Rider: Kayla Smith  
   Owner: Kayla A Smith  

Adult Amateur  
1. 62.902, SUNDARA BFA+//  
   Rider: Kayla Smith  
   Owner: Kayla A Smith
Prix St. Georges

Open

1. 61.103, SUNDARA BFA+/
   Rider: Kayla Smith
   Owner: Kayla A Smith

2. 60.294, MAJOR SHAI
   Rider: Madeline Kent
   Owner: Madeline Mckallip

Adult Amateur

1. 61.103, SUNDARA BFA+/
   Rider: Kayla Smith
   Owner: Kayla A Smith

Half-Arabian & Anglo-Arabian

Training Level

Open

1. 69.483, SANTORIAN+
   Rider: Stacey Taul
   Owner: Stacey Taul

2. 69.231, GF BOOM++
   Rider: Julie Wall Hicks and Malinda Brown
   Owner: Julie Wall Hicks

3. 68.448, QAMII++
   Rider: Sheila McElwee
   Owner: Sheila McElwee

4. 67.241, R GENGA+++/
   Rider: Marilyn Weber
   Owner: Marilyn & Tom Weber

5. 65.690, LAST SHADOW MAN
   Rider: Anne Neville
   Owner: Anne or Patrick Neville

Junior/Young Rider

1. 62.560, TT EBONY LACE+//
Adult Amateur

1. 69.483, SANTORIAN+
   Rider: Stacey Taul
   Owner: Stacey Taul
2. 65.690, LAST SHADOW MAN
   Rider: Anne Neville
   Owner: Anne or Patrick Neville
3. 62.931, BUTTERSCOTCH KAANDI
   Rider: Sandra Craig
   Owner: Sandra Craig
4. 62.673, SIX SHOOTER RUGER
   Rider: Ann Beckwith
   Owner: Ann Beckwith
4. 62.673, LA STILLETTO
   Rider: Shelby Lubchuk
   Owner: Shelby Anderson-Lubchuk

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur

1. 65.690, LAST SHADOW MAN
   Rider: Anne Neville
   Owner: Anne or Patrick Neville
2. 62.931, BUTTERSCOTCH KAANDI
   Rider: Sandra Craig
   Owner: Sandra Craig
3. 62.673, SIX SHOOTER RUGER
   Rider: Ann Beckwith
   Owner: Ann Beckwith

Vintage Cup Award-Professional

1. 67.241, R GENGA+++/+
   Rider: Marilyn Weber
   Owner: Marilyn & Tom Weber

First Level

Open

1. 71.895, MAJOR DAY++/+
   Rider: Rachel Owens and Cindy Davis
   Owner: Cindy A Davis
2. 67.478, MATARITA+++/+
   Rider: Laura Corsentino
   Owner: Janice or William Drehs
3. 67.349, FURSTAFIRE++++/+  
   Rider: Sharon Sexton  
   Owner: Sharon Sexton

4. 66.944, SANTORIAN+  
   Rider: Stacey Taul  
   Owner: Stacey Taul

5. 65.857, R GENGA++++/+  
   Rider: Marilyn Weber  
   Owner: Marilyn & Tom Weber

Adult Amateur

1. 71.062, MAJOR DAY++++/+  
   Rider: Cindy Davis  
   Owner: Cindy A Davis

2. 67.349, FURSTAFIRE++++/+  
   Rider: Sharon Sexton  
   Owner: Sharon Sexton

3. 66.944, SANTORIAN+  
   Rider: Stacey Taul  
   Owner: Stacey Taul

4. 63.854, PLANE TEMPTATION+++  
   Rider: Christine Leafdale  
   Owner: Christine Leafdale

5. 63.194, MA DREAM CATCHER++++/+  
   Rider: Chari Madrigal  
   Owner: Chari or Amber Madrigal

Vintage Cup Award-Professional

1. 67.478, MATARITA+++  
   Rider: Laura Corsentino  
   Owner: Janice or William Drehs

2. 65.857, R GENGA++++/+  
   Rider: Marilyn Weber  
   Owner: Marilyn & Tom Weber

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur

1. 67.349, FURSTAFIRE++++/+  
   Rider: Sharon Sexton  
   Owner: Sharon Sexton

Second Level

Open

1. 67.904, PIK ANDROMEDA
Rider: Joanne Dadd  
Owner: Joanne Dadd  
2. 65.747, FURSTAFIRE++++/+  
   Rider: Sharon Sexton  
   Owner: Sharon Sexton  
3. 65.711, COOL HAND LUKE KF  
   Rider: Nicolette Blasgen & Tracy Pierce  
   Owner: Lynne Taylor  
4. 64.881, MATARITA+++/+  
   Rider: Laura Corsentino  
   Owner: Janice or William Drehs  
5. 64.614, DONNA ELENA+/+  
   Rider: Kerry Johnson-Miljan  
   Owner: Kerry Johnson-Miljan  

Adult Amateur  
1. 67.904, PIK ANDROMEDA  
   Rider: Joanne Dadd  
   Owner: Joanne Dadd  
2. 65.747, FURSTAFIRE++++/+  
   Rider: Sharon Sexton  
   Owner: Sharon Sexton  
3. 64.614, DONNA ELENA+/+  
   Rider: Kerry Johnson-Miljan  
   Owner: Kerry Johnson-Miljan  
4. 62.593, ZABRIENA  
   Rider: Wilhelmina Mocke  
   Owner: Wilhelmina Mocke  
5. 61.221, SURACOMMANDER+  
   Rider: Angela White  
   Owner: Angela White or Roze Arabians LTD  

Vintage Cup Award-Professional  
1. 64.881, MATARITA+++/+  
   Rider: Laura Corsentino  
   Owner: Janice or William Drehs  

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur  
1. 65.747, FURSTAFIRE++++/+  
   Rider: Sharon Sexton  
   Owner: Sharon Sexton  

Third Level  
Open
1. 68.185, GLAMOUR GIRL DBA  
   Rider: Joann Williams  
   Owner: Joann R Williams  
2. 66.473, SOLANA D  
   Rider: Eliza Banks  
   Owner: Necole Spinazzola  
3. 64.342, FAMES HARLEY GIRL++++//  
   Rider: Stephanie Eckelkamp  
   Owner: Stephanie Eckelkamp  
4. 62.782, EROS VELARA  
   Rider: Wendy Hoyt  
   Owner: Wendy Hoyt  
5. 62.487, KINETIC ROMANCE+/  
   Rider: Joanna Norman  
   Owner: Joanna Norman  

Adult Amateur  
1. 64.342, FAMES HARLEY GIRL++++//  
   Rider: Stephanie Eckelkamp  
   Owner: Stephanie Eckelkamp  
2. 62.782, EROS VELARA  
   Rider: Wendy Hoyt  
   Owner: Wendy Hoyt  
3. 62.487, KINETIC ROMANCE+/  
   Rider: Joanna Norman  
   Owner: Joanna Norman  

Vintage Cup Award-Professional  
1. 68.185, GLAMOUR GIRL DBA  
   Rider: Joann Williams  
   Owner: Joann Williams  
2. 61.744, LARCOS BOY+  
   Rider: Susan Machin  
   Owner: Susan Machin

Fourth Level  

Open  
1. 65.479, ZANZYBAR+/  
   Rider: Jeanette Lundgren  
   Owner: Jeanette Lundgren  
2. 64.894, VELVET RAIN++++//
Rider: Crystal Alatalo  
Owner: Kim or Douglas Stone  
3. 64.306, HUDSON KD++++//  
Rider: Katherine Pfeil & Roberta Eisenberg  
Owner: Carla Brownlee  
4. 63.590, AS TITANIUMS BASTIAN++/  
Rider: Vicki Krebsbach  
Owner: Vicki Krebsbach

Adult Amateur

1. 65.479, ZANZYBAR+//  
Rider: Jeanette Lundgren  
Owner: Jeanette Lundgren  
2. 64.891, VELVET RAINE++++//  
Rider: Crystal Alatalo  
Owner: Kim or Douglas Stone  
3. 63.590, AS TITANIUMS BASTIAN++/  
Rider: Vicki Krebsbach  
Owner: Vicki Krebsbach

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur

1. 63.590, AS TITANIUMS BASTIAN++/  
Rider: Vicki Krebsbach  
Owner: Vicki Krebsbach

Prix St. Georges

Open

1. 65.000, UWANNABEME WH+/  
Rider: Claire Nickelson  
Owner: April M or Claire M Nickelson  
2. 62.647, REMBRANDT  
Rider: Carly Wolf  
Owner: Carly Wolf  
3. 62.059, FAHRENHEIT BY FURIOSO+/  
Rider: Amy Kellen  
Owner: Amy Kellen  
4. 61.176, CRESCENDOS ALLEGRO+/  
Rider: Kristine Phelps  
Owner: Kristine Phelps  
5. 60.882, SKIES THE LIMITT+/  
Rider: Jessie Bonneau  
Owner: Jessie Bonneau
Junior/Young Rider
1. 65.000, UWANNABEME+/
   Rider: Claire Nickelson
   Owner: April or Claire Nickelson

Adult Amateur
1. 62.647, REMMBRANDT
   Rider: Carly Wolf
   Owner: Carly Wolf
2. 61.250, HUDSON KD++++//
   Rider: Katherine Pfeil
   Owner: Carla Brownlee

Vintage Cup Award-Professional
1. 62.059, FAHRENHEIT BY FURIOSO+//
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen
2. 61.176, CRESCENDOS ALLEGRO+//
   Rider: Kristine Phelps
   Owner: Kristine Phelps

Intermediate I
Open
1. 62.647, CRESCENDOS ALLEGRO+//
   Rider: Kristine Phelps
   Owner: Kristine Phelps
2. 61.398, FIRST DANCE OF COLOR+/
   Rider: Carol Mavros
   Owner: Carol Mavros
3. 60.221, FAHRENHEIT BY FURIOSO+//
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen

Adult Amateur
1. 61.398, FIRST DANCE OF COLOR+/
   Rider: Carol Mavros
   Owner: Carol Mavros

Vintage Cup Award-Professional
1. 62.647, CRESCENDOS ALLEGRO+//
   Rider: Kristine Phelps
Owner: Kristine Phelps
2. 60.221, FAHRENHEIT BY FURIOUSO++
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen

Vintage Cup Award-Adult Amateur

1. 61.398, FIRST DANCE OF COLOR++
   Rider: Carol Mavros
   Owner: Carol Mavros

Grand Prix

Open

1. 63.968, ELLEXUS KNIGHT++
   Rider: Ana Gilmour
   Owner: Nicole Wertz